may 26
grief from the tragedy the other day still lingers in
our hearts and it will for some time to come. already
i can hear the cry of many. "where was God in this
situation?" it is a question frequently asked when bad
things occur. i think God was watching, perhaps with
pain and tears, at what His prize creation has sunk to.
"my people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.
because you have rejected knowledge, I also will reject
you from being priest for Me; because you have
forgotten the law of your God, I also will forget your
children." hos 4:6
has God forgotten our children? not if He is the God
we love and worship. but perhaps He has thought His
treasures would be better off with Him than with us.
even now there are laws proposed in many states that
allow a baby to be killed up to twenty eight days after
birth. states like maryland, colorado and of course,
california. i know not how many others. at what point
is life considered "viable" and to have rights? can
ending life for the elderly and sickly be far behind?
they too are defenseless.
the same people calling this act horrific (which it
was) are caught asking where God was. maybe the
question that should be asked is: "why have people
allowed this situation occurred? have they brought it
upon themselves?
"whatever a man sows, that he will also reap." gal 6:7
these seeds were planted years ago. they have not

sprouted suddenly overnight. marriage is no longer
essential. God's standard of one man and one woman is
antiquated. drugs are rampant, prescribed and
otherwise. gender has become "fluid". morals and
morality are a thing of the past. if it feels good, do
it.
"they sow the wind, and reap the whirlwind." hos 8:7
we suffer now because of mistakes made in the past;
things we have not only excused but demanded acceptance
of, even approval. in times like these, the innocent
suffer along with the guilty. sin, lawlessness and
evil walk their paths, wounding those standing in their
way.
well i remember growing up in my youth. all were
certainly not christians, but moral behavior was
expected and shown by most. scarcity of the word of
God was not to be found. certainly there were acts of
evil but they were mostly suppressed by Godly beliefs
and actions.
then rebellion slowly crept in and the church let down
it's guard. our bibles began to gathered dust. time
spent in prayer could be used elsewhere. we have laid
down the weapons of our warfare by considering them
obsolete or "passed away". we often find it more
needed to war within the body over doctrines and
beliefs when none of us have all the truth. the tares
growing alongside the wheat have multiplied also.
we know "these things must come to pass, but the end is
not yet". matt 24:6 i can hear the Holy Spirit now,
calling those who will, to gear up for battle. we are

in His charge. 'i also am a man under authority,
having soldiers under me. and i say to this one, 'go,'
and he goes; and to another, ‘come,’ and he comes; and
to my servant, 'do this,' and he does it.'" matt 8:9
do you know how to take orders or only how to give
them?
"your people shall be volunteers in the day of Your
power". 110:3 psa even as caleb made the good
confession to moses, let us now make a profession to
our God. "let us go up at once and take possession,
for we are well able to overcome". num 13:30 not able
in our own strength, but able in the name of the Lord
Jesus.
"all authority has been given to Me in heaven and on
earth." matt 28:18 we are in a battle - not against
flesh and blood but against the spirits controlling
them. "they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and
by the word of their testimony, and they did not love
their lives to the death." rev 12:11
lawlessness and persecution is already here. the
darkness grows darker. we must be fully committed ard
willing to give our all. there will be casualties but
we were born "for such a time as this". est 4:14 "the
weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in God
for pulling down strongholds." 2 cor 10:4 we go forth
in His name; the name above all names; the name of
Jesus!

